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Abstract. For a nonsymm etri c threshold network equippe d with an
asynchronous dynamics, we show that if the product of weights in
any cycle of units is nonnegative, then each tr ajectory converges to a
stable state with probability one. We also show that such networks
have a natural feed-forward layer struc ture and stabilit y is achieved in
a hierarchical order due to this struct ure. It follows then that this new
class of networks can perform similar tasks as symmetric networks as
well as new tas ks due to its relation to directed graphs.

1. Introduction

Discrete dynamical systems of threshold type received a lot of at te nt ion re
cently. The main assumpt ion whi ch is usu ally made is that of symmet ry
of the system, i.e. the interactions between units ("neurons" or "spins") ar e
assumed symmetric. This assumption is natural for physical interpretations
of these models (spin glass es) ; however, it is totally unnatural as far as their
int erpretations for physiological neural networks are concerned. There is no
evidence of any symmet ry of interactions of real neurons. Also, t he sym
metry assumption implies indirect ed graph of interactions and makes such
networks a natural tool for st ud yin g combinatorial optimization problems (cf.
e.g. Hopfield and Tank [7] for the traveling salesman problem an d Peterson
and Anderson [9] for the graph bisection prob lem). However, it seems that
combinatorial problems which lead to directed graphs are not natur al in this
setting.

The main feature of the symmetric Hopfield model [6] whi ch makes it
a useful tool for combinatorial optimization, as well as a model for conte nt
addressable memory, is that the syste m converges to eq uilibri um afte r a finit e
number of swit ches. Nonsymmetri c asynchro nous systems may oscillate, in
general, and gener al condit ions for their stabilit y seem not to be known so
far .

In this paper we study a class of nonsymmetric threshold networks which
have simil ar st ability pr operties. More precisely, we cons ider sys te ms with
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the property that any trajectory of the system converges to an equilibrium
wit h probability one . We show that this class includes systems characterized
by the condit ion that the product of weights of interact ions of any directed
cycle of units (neurons) is nonnegative. We call such systems nonfrustrated ,
or balanced . This class of systems has many nice properties and has a far
richer st ruct ure than the class of symmet ric systems.

St abili ty an alysis of symmetric synchronous networks is well summarized
in Br uck and Goodman [2] and leads to cycles of length at most two (d. Goles
and Olivos [5], Poljak [10], Odl yzko and Randall [8]). The main too l used
there as well as for asynchronous symmetric systems (d. Hopfield [6], Goles
Chace, Fogelman-Soulie, and Pellegrin [3]) is Lyapunov functions. The same
technique cannot be applied directly in our context as our syst ems converge
in stochast ic sense only and they may not posess any Lyapunov fun ction.
On the ot her hand, stability prope rt ies of balanced systems ar e mor e robust
wit h respec t to pertur bat ions of the weights (and thresholds) of the system,
comparing to st ability of symmetric systems un der arbitrary pe rtur bations

In section 2 we state our main results. In sect ion 3 we show that any bal
anced system has a natural layer, feed-forward structure. More precisely, by
a change of coordinates th e system can be brought to a cascade of subsystems
(with a directed acycli c graph of interconnections), each of them having non 
negat ive weights of interactions but with arbitrary interconnect ions between
subsys tems in the cascade.

In section 4 we prove the main results showing that stability is achieved
hierar chically according to the layer feed-forward structure.

2. Statement of the results

Let G = (V, E ) be a direct ed graph, where V = VI , . .. ,Vn is a collect ion
of vertices of the digr aph , called units, and E C V x V is a collect ion of
directed edges. For simplicity, we will often denote the ith edge Vi by i .
The edges and the vertices of the graph will be assigned labels . Namely,
W = {Wi j }(i ,j )EE will be a collect ion of real numbers called weight s, and
T = {Tl, . . . ,Tn} will be another collection of real numbers called thresholds.
Any t riple N = (G, W ,T) will be called a threshold network or simply a
network.

For most of this paper , without loss of generality one may assume that G
is the full digraph. We will always consider the full matrix of weights W =
{Wd:~~:l~;, where we define Wi j = 0 if (i , j) f/. E . The effective digraph of
the network N will be the digr aph G ef] = (V, Eef]), where (i,j) E E ef] if and
only if Wij =f- O.

We shall introduce the following asynchronous dynamics in our threshold
network N, which can be considered as a generalization of the dynamics used
by Hopfield [6]. We assume that time is discrete, t = 0,1 ,2, . .. . Each unit
Vi, i = 1, .. . , n , is supposed to be in one of the finite number of possible
states which are real numbers: Sl < ... < SF and the number of possible
states T' = T'i ~ 2 may depend on the unit. The state of the jth unit at t ime t
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is denoted by Xj(t ). If ri = 2 for all i th en we call the network th e two-state
network.

The network is supposed to evolve in t ime in one of th e following two
possible modes. In the serial mode, at each particular instant t one of the
units Vi, ... ,K is chosen at random, with probability PI > 0, . . . , Pn > 0, for
updating his state (we assume that PI +...+Pn ::::: 1). In the parallel mode,
in each step every unit updat es independently of the others with prob ability
o< PI < 1, . .. , 0 < Pn < 1. In each mode, th e updating of the jth unit takes
place according to the following rule based on the sign of the input to this
unit, where the inp ut to the jth un it is defined as

n

t, = L WijXi(t) - r;
i=l

(2.1)

If t his input is positive then the updating unit changes its state to its next
larger possible state, and if it is negative, the unit takes it s next possible
smaller state. If such next larger (smaller) states do not exist or if the inpu t
is zero, the updating unit remains in its present state . (We will thi nk of the
thresholds as "external inputs" which are fixed during the evolution of the
network; that is why we include th em in the above sum.)

A threshold network with th e above dynamics will be called a dynamic
threshold network. We will often say that a unit Vi "wants to switch" or "is
unhappy" if, once chosen for updating, it can change its state. Otherwise,
we will say that the unit is "happy. "

If there is no unit which wants to swit ch, then we say that the network is
in an equilibrium state. If at a par ticular instant t a unit changes its state,
we will say that this unit switches or that the netwo rk switches. Note that
a given initial state of the networ k does not determine its further behavior
(trajectory) uniquely and the trajectory may depend on the order in which
the units are chosen for updat es.

In order to analyze stability of dyn amic threshold networks, we shou ld
choose a proper definition of stability. The following example is helpful.

Consider a network where the effective graph is a directed cycle of k units
with zero thresholds and all weights equal to one. Assume that all units
may take only two possible values +1 and -1 as their states and consider
the serial mode. It is easy to see that if k ;:::: 3, this network can oscillate
indefin itely. In fact , assume that at the initial state all units but one take
value + 1. In the first step, the unit next to the one with value - 1 can
switch to -1, while the one previously in the state - 1 can switch to +1
in the following step. This process can repeat again and again so that th e
"negative disturbance" propagates indefinit ely around the cycle and we have
infinite oscillations. However, it can be easily seen that the probability that
the units will be chosen for updating in the required order (for infinite number
of steps) is zero. Therefore, oscillations are possible but one should expect
that they are of probability zero. Similar phenomena can occur in the parallel
mode for k ;:::: 2. We would like to ignore such inessential oscillations in our
considerations.
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We will call a dynamic threshold network almost surely stable if, with
probability one, each trajectory converges to an equilibrium state after a
finite number of switches. More precisely, this means that the oscillating
trajectories are of measure zero, if we consider the natural measure on the
set of trajectories which is const ructed via the Kolmogorov's theorem. (Note
that our dynamic threshold network defines a Markov chain.)

T he problem of characterizing almost sure stability of the network in
terms of its weights and thresholds is difficult and will not be discussed
here. However, often it is more reasonable to ask whe ther the ne twork is
stable independent of the values of the thresholds. For example, in the
context of neural networks our thresholds incorporate external inputs which
are assumed constant during the considered evolution of the network. Their
values may change aft er long intervals of time, or they may be unknown, but
we would like to have stability of the network independent of their values.
T herefore, the following definition is natural.

We will call a dynamic threshold network internally stable if it is almost
surely stable for any values of the thresholds .

We will say that a cycle of units Vi" Vi2 , ••• , Vi., VI, k ~ 1, is balanced
or nonfrustrated if the following condition holds:

(2.2)

If the above product is negative, we call the above cycle frustrated. We
will say that our threshold network is balanced if any cycle of units in this
network is balanced. Any network with nonnegative weights is balanced, and
so is any acyclic network (a network with acyclic effective graph) .

For cycles of length k = 1 (self-loops) our condition reads Wii ~ 0, and
for cycles of length two it says that

WijWji~O, i,j=l, . . . , n.

Our main resul t is the following.

(2.3)

Theorem 1. Any balanced dynamic threshold network in serial or parallel
mode is internally stable.

The following corollaries follow immediately from theorem 1.

Corollary 1. If either all the weights of a dynamic threshold network are
nonnegative or they are all nonpositive and all the cycles in the effective
graph are of even length, then th e network is int ernally stable.

Coro llary 2 . Consider a network given by a dynamic threshold network
with the graph G being a subgraph of the regular n-dimensional Euclidean
lat tice. If all the nonzero weights of this network are of the same sign, the
network is internally stable.
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The class of balanced networks is insensitive with respect to some changes
of its parameters. Suppose that the parameters of the network, W i j and
Ti, are subject to change but the effective digraph of the network remains
constant. In other words, we assume a constant digraph G = (V, E) of con
nections with nonzero weights Wij, (i ,j) E E . In such a natural class of
networks, the condition (2.2) is stable under small time-independent per
turbations of the weights and any time-independent perturbations of the
thresholds. Therefore, the almost sure stability of the network is preserved
under such perturbations. This property does not hold for symmetric dy
namic threshold networks, as shown by the following example.

Consider a network which consists of three units with the weights W12 =
W23 = -W31 = a, W21 = W32 = -W13 = b, and Wn = Wn = W33 = o.
Assume that all the thresholds are zero. If a = b > 0, t hen this is a symmetric
dynamic threshold network and so it is stable. However, if a = b+€ wit h € > 0
small but nonzero, then the network will start to oscillate as the connections
in one direction of the 3-cycle will dominate over the connections in the other
direc tion (note that both cycles are frustrated).

The following example analyzes stability of a single directed cycle. We
will say that the threshold T, is blocking if there is a state of the ith unit in
which this unit is happy, independent of the states of the other uni ts.

Suppose that the effective graph of our network is a single directed cycle.
This network is almost surely stable if and only if the cycle is balance d
or at least one of its thresholds is blocking. To see this, let us consider two
consecutive units i and j in our directed cycle and consider the corresponding
nonzero weight W i j . It is clear that the jth unit is not blocking if and only
if the number Tj lies strictly between the numbers wijsyun and wijsrax,
where Sm and Sf'ax are the minimal and maximal values of the state of the
ith unit . If we update the units consecutively around the cycle until they
reach their happy states, during the second round it is necessary for a switch
of a particular unit that the previous unit switched in order that the inp ut
to the given one changed. Evidently, if one of the thresholds is blocking,
then its unit can only switch in one direction (upward or downward) and
the switchings cannot propagate indefinitely through this unit. If there is no
blocking threshold, and switchings propagate around the whole cycle, then
the change !:lSi of the ith state depends on the change of the previous unit so
that sgn(!:lSi ) = sgn(Wi_li !:lSi_l )' Writing such equalities for each edge in
th e cycle and substi tuting one into another, we find after the complete roun d
that the sign of the change of the ith uni t afte r t he round shou ld be equal
to the sign of its change at the beginning of the round times the sign of the
product of the weights arou nd the cycle. If this product is nonnegative, there
cannot be any change of the first unit after the second round. This means
that we have reached an equilibrium. It is not difficult to see (and it will
follow from our next resu lts) the implication that oscillating trajectories are of
probability zero for such a ba lanced cycle. However, if our cycle is frustrated,
then the sign of the change of the first unit afte r the round is opposite to the
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sign at the beginning of th e round and th e change can propagate again and
again, leading to oscillations .

To formul at e a converse result , we need mor e definitions . Suppose a
sequence i ll " " i k defines a directed cycle in th e effect ive digraph of th e
network (by definition , such a cycle consists of the sequence of different uni ts
VI, ' . . , Vk and th e sequence of directed edges joining consecutive units and
the edge joining th e last uni t to th e first one). An essentially frustrated cycle
will be any frustrated cycle il, . . . ,ik with th e following property:

VI < p ::; k L IWiqipI6.Siq < IWip_,ipI6.Sip_ p

q;ep-I
(2.4)

where the ind ices p and q in the sum are taken modulo k (i.e. , k is identified
with 0) and 6.Si = Srax

- Srin
. Equivalently, an essent ially frustrated cycle

is a directed frustrated cycle of units such that for any unit in the cycle,
the possible values of th e input to the uni t have the following separa tion
proper ty. For any fixed state of the units outs ide the cycle, the values of
the input to thi s uni t given by all th e possible extreme st ates of units in the
frustrat ed cycle can be strictly separat ed by a real number into two groups
so that in each of these groups the unit preceding the given unit in the cycle
takes only one of its ext reme values (in other word s, the ext reme state of th e
preceding unit decid es to which of the two separated grou ps th e value of th e
input belongs) .

Theorem 2. If a dynamic threshold network is internally stable, then it
does not contain any essentially frustrated cycle .

The following is an example of a minimal frustrated cycle which is not
essentially frus trated (we will assume that units have only two possible states
+ 1 and -1) . The network N1 consists of three units 1, 2, 3, and the only
non zero weights are W12 = 1/2, W23 = W32 = -W31 = 1. It is easy to see
that this network is int ernally stable and, unless th ere is a blocking threshold ,
the couple (both ways interacting uni ts 2 and 3) will be in th e same state in
equilibrium.

It is also possible that a network may oscillate even if it does not contain
any essentially frustrated cycle. Consider the network which is const ructed
from th ree distinct copies of NI (describ ed above) connected together into a
cycle so that th e second unit of th e first copy of NI is iden tified with the first
unit of the second copy of NI , th e second unit of the second NI is identified
with the first unit of the third N I , and the second unit of the third N I is
identical with the first unit of the first N1 • It is easy to see that this network
(with zero thresholds) has two stable equilibria: all units in th e state +1,
and all units in th e state -1. On th e other hand, if in the init ial st ate one of
the three couples (two uni ts joined by edges both ways) is in one st ate (say,
+1) and the other two couples are in the other state (-1 , respectively), then
the network will oscillate indefinitely.
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The above example can be generalized to k copies of the network N1

connected into a cycle, analogously as above. Then, a straightforward anal
ysis of such a network shows that there are two or four stable equilibria: all
units in the same state (two possible), all couples in consecutively changing
states + 1, - 1, + 1, - 1, and so on (the number of copies of N 1 must be even
and then there are two such equilibria). However, if we start from a state
in which two consequtive couples are in the same state, then the network
will oscillate indefinitely. Additionally, such a network has an interesting
memory-like property. Namely, even if it oscillates indefinitely, it preserves
the number of groups of +1's and - l 's in consecutive couples.

In the following two sections we show how balanced networks achieve
equilibrium.

3. Feed-forward layer structure

Any threshold network has an inherent hierarchical layer structure which de
pends on its matrix of weights W = {Wi j } , more precisely on the distribution
of zeros in this matrix (i.e., on the effective digraph G eff of the network. ) In
networks in which the matrix of weights changes in time and therefore the
effective digraph changes, one can define an analogous hierarchical structure
for the digraph of the network G.

Consider a threshold network N and its effective digraph G eff • Define
the following quasi-order in the set of vertices. We will say that a unit i
influences a unit j (or i precedes j ) if there is a path from i to j in the
effective digraph. If the unit i influences i , and vice versa, then we shall say
that both are in the same influence class. The relation of belonging to the
same influence class is an equivalence relation, so the set of units splits into
disjoint influence classes. The influence classes of a threshold network N will
sometimes be called causal layers and will be denoted by L1 , • • • , Lm .

T here is a natural partial order (induced by the quasi-order of "influence")
in this set of influence classes L 1 , .• . , L m . Namely, we say that L p influences
L q if t here a unit in L p which influences a unit in L q • Note that we obtain
in this way a new acyclic digraph G; = (Vc ,Ec ) , where the set of vertices Vc
consists of influence classes of N and an edge (Lp,Lq) is in E; if and only if
i; influences t.;

We call a threshold network (or it s matrix of weights W) strongly con
nected, if each unit in it influences any other unit. Influence classes are
strongly connected.

It is an elementary fact in graph theory that in any acyclic digraph one
can reorder the vertices so that if an edge (p,q) belongs to the graph, then
p < q. In our case, this means that, af ter reordering the influence classes
L 1 , . •• , L m , we obtain that if L p influences L q then p < q. It is easy to
define this reordering. Namely, take as the first class any class L p which is
not influenced by any other class . Then, remove this class from the set of
influence classes. Take as the second class any of the remaining influence
classes which is not influenced by anyone of them. Then, remove this class
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from the considered set of classes. Continue this procedure until all the
classes are removed. This argument leads to the following elementary fact
which is stated for further reference.

P roposition 1. For any matrix W there exists a reordering of the vari
ables (uni ts) such that thi s matrix takes a block lower triangular form, with
strongly connected blocks on the diagonal.

The above hierarchy of a network is clearly essential in studing stability
of the network. Basically, the problem reduces to studying stability of the
causal layers as the hierarchical connection between them does not produce
instability (there are no cycles in between the causal layers) .

More can be said about the structure of balanced threshold networks,
more precisely, about matrices W which satisfy the condition (2.2).

Theorem 3. A matrix W is balanced (i.e., satisfies the condition 2.2) if and
only if there is a reordering of variables (units) and a change of their signs
X i ---. EiXi, Ei = ±1, i = 1, . . . ,n which brings this matrix to a block lower
tri angular form, with the blocks on the diagonal strongly connected and with
non negat ive coefficients.

:Proof. It is clear that condition (2.2) is satisfied for a block lower tri
angular matrix with nonnegative coefficients in the blocks on the diagonal.
Namely, each product (2.2) which contains only coefficients in a block on the
diagonal satisfies (2.2). If the product (2.2) has a coefficient which is not in
any block on the diagonal, it must also have a coefficient above the diagonal
blo cks and so is equal to zero .

To show the converse fact, we assume that condition (2.2) is sat isfied and
we use proposition 1 to get W in a block lower triangular form. It is eno ugh
to show additionally that if the matrix W is balanced then after a poss ible
change of sign s of the variables we obtain nonnegative coefficients in diagonal
blocks. This follows from lemma 1.

Lemma 1. If the matrix W is balanced and strongly connected, then there
is a "change of coordinates"

Xi -> EiXi, i = 1, . . . ,n, Ei = ± 1,

which makes all the weights nonnegative: WijEiEj 2: O.

Proof. Let us take the effective graph of the network G efj

and define the following numbers

Sij = sg n W i j , (i,j ) E E efj •

(3.1)

(V, E efj )

(3.2)

As each cycle of units in G efj is balanced, it follows that the following cocycle
condition is satisfied for any cycle of units

(3.3)
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From an elementary cohomology argument it follows that there are numbers
EI = ±1, .. . , En = ±1 such that

(3.4)

Explicitly, the construction goes as follows. We pick up a unit, say 1, and
define EI = 1. For any unit i there is a path 1 = iI, ... ,ik = i from 1 to i in
the effective digraph (as the network is strongly connected) . We define Ei as
equal to the sign of the product of weights corresponding to this path

(3.5)

Since our network is balanced and strongly connected, it follows that this
definition is independent of the path joining 1 to i. (If these signs were
different for two such paths, we would pick a path from i to 1 which together
with the previous two paths would give two cycles with different signs of the
corresponding products of weights . This would contradict the fact that t he
network is balanced.)

It is evident from the definition of Sij that the change of coordinates ob
tained with defined numbers EI, ... , En transforms the weights of the network
into nonnegative numbers. •

4. Stability of balanced networks

We will show how a balanced dynamic threshold network converges to equi
librium by stating several facts and their justifications in the form of lemmas
and their proofs .

Lemma 2. If the network has nonnegative weights, then there is at least
one stable equilibrium and there is a passage of nonzero probability from
any initial state to an equilibrium. In the case of two-state network and
serial mode, this passage can be achieved in n steps with probability not less
then the product a = PI . .. Pn.

Proof. We use a procedure analogous to that used by Noga Alon [1 ] to
let the system go to a stable equilibrium. Suppose we start from an initial
state. In the first stage of the algorithm, we let the units which are unhappy
and can increase their states switch in some order. We close this stage when
no unit can increase its state. Reaching such a state is of nonzero probability,
as PI > 0, ... .v« > 0.

In the second stage, we do a converse transition. Namely, we let the units
which are unhappy and can decrease their states switch in some order, until
no other decreasing switch is possible.

The state reached in this way is an equilibrium. In fact, by the description
of the second stage, no more units want to decrease its state. The same is
true for increasing switches. In fact, at the end of the first phase there were
no units that wanted to increase their state and, during the second phase,
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this situation was maintained as possibly more units decreased their state so
the sum I j = L:WijXi - Tj decreas ed or, at least, did not increase (here we
need that Wij are nonnegative) .

Of course, the transition to an equilibrium describ ed above is of nonzero
probability. In the case of two-state network it follows from a result of Alon
[1] that the above procedure can be refined so that the equilibrium is achieved
with at most n switches, each unit switching at most once. Therefore, the
probability of achieving an equilibrium in n steps is not less then a = Pl' .. P«
and so the lemma is proved . •

The result of the above lemma can be extended to balanced networks. It
is in the following lemma where the hierarchical feed-forward layer structure
intervenes and a hierarchical order of achieving stability is revealed.

Lemma 3 . If we replace the assumption on nonnegative weights in lemma 2
with the assumption that the network is balanced, then the same assertions
hold.

Proof. It is enough to use theorem 3, which says that we can reorder the
unit s and change the signs of the coordinates so that any causal layer does
not influence the causal layers with lower indices, and the weights within
each layer are nonnegative. The lemma then follows from the fact that the
assertion of lemma 2 applies to any of our causal layers.

Applying this assertion to consecutive causal layers, we see that the net
work reaches an equilibrium in stages corresponding to reaching an equilib 
rium by each consecutive layer. Namely, given a layer , if all th e previous
layers reached an equilibrium then their influence on this layer reduces to
changing the thresholds only. Then, the given layer comes to an equilibrium
with nonzero probability. In the next stage, the next layer reaches an equi
librium and so on, until all the network stabilizes. In the case of two-state
networks, the probability that a given layer reaches an equilib rium (in the
serial mode) is not less than the product of the probabilit ies Pi corresponding
to this given layer in as many steps as the number of units in it. Therefore,
the assertion of lemma 2 follows for the whole network. •

To conclude proving internal stability of balanced networks (theorem 1)
it is enough to use the following elementary fact for Markov chains.

Lem m a 4. If from any state of a network there is a passage (of nonzero
probability) to a stable equilibrium, then all the trajectories end in stable
equilibria, with probability one.

P roof. For any state x E X denote by Px > 0 the probability of pas sing
to an equilibrium in kx steps. Let P > 0 be the minimum of Px, x EX, and
let k be the maximum of kx . Then, the probability that the network, starting
from a given initial state, does not fall into an equilibrium after k steps is not
greater that q = 1 - P < 1. The same probability after 2k steps is not greater
then q2 and, after mk steps, it is not greater then qm. As the number of
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steps approaches infinity, this probability approaches zero. This means that
each trajectory falls eventually to an equilib rium, with probability one. •

One easily concludes from the above proof and lemmas 2 and 3 that the
two-state net work in serial mod e comes to an equilibrium in nm st eps with
the probability at least 1 - (1 - o:)m.

In thi s way, the proof of theorem 1 is completed as its assertion follows
immediately from lemmas 3 and 4.

Proof of Theorem 2. Assuming that the network contains an essent ially
frustrated cycle, we will prove that the network is not internally st able. Let
us mentally split the network into the essenti ally frustrated cycle of units
and the remaining units. Given an initial state of the network, there are
two possible ways it can evolve. Either the remaining units do not reach an
equil ibrium after a finite number of switches, or t hey reach an equ ilibrium
(t hey reach this equilibrium with nonzero probability) . In the first case, we
have indefinite oscillations in the network.

In the second case, we can change the thresholds of the units in the frus
trated cycle in such a way that, together with the influence of the remaining
units (which stabilized their states , already) , the effective thresholds of th e
unit s in the frustrated cycle are zero. This means that the un its of the frus
trated cycle behave like they had zero thresholds and did not see th e rest of
the network. The result follows then from the following lemma.

Lemma 5. A dynamic threshold network which consists of an essentially
frustrated cycle is not internally stable.

Proof. Without losing generality, we may assume that our cycle is
VI, . . . , Vn , Vi . We set the thresholds in our cycle so that zero is a sepa
rating number for all possible values of the input, for each unit in the cycle
(this is possible as the cycle is essentially frustrated). We see that the sign
of the input to the ith unit is determined by the state of the unit preceding
in the cycle, provided this unit is in one of its extreme states. By a small
perturbation of the thresholds, we can maintain this property and achieve
additionally that for any possible state of the network (there is only a finit e
numb er of them) the inputs to all units are nonzero. It follows then that in
any equilibrium state, each unit must be in one of its ext reme states.

We will show that th e network has no equilibrium state. In fact, in an
equilibrium state we would have that two consecutive units in the cycle are
in the same extreme state (both in maximal or both in minimal) if and only
if the corresponding weight is positive. Otherwise, they would be in opposite
extreme states. As we go around the cycle, we get an even number of jumps
between maximal and minimal states of the consecut ive units in an equilib
rium . This means that there must be a even number of negative weights in
the cycle, which contradicts our assumption that the cycle is frustrated . It
follows then that the essent ially frustrated cycle with the thresholds defined
above has no equilibria, and so it is not almos t surely stable. •
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5. Concluding remarks

We will conclude with several remarks on poss ible applications of our results
and comparing the class of balanced threshold networks with the class of
symmetric dynamic thresho ld networks.

First , it seems that the class of balanced threshold netwo rks has a much
richer st ructure than the tr ad itional class of symmetric networks. Therefore,
this class may have larger computational ab ilities . We will not disc uss the
lat ter problem here but will only comment on the structure of balanced
networks.

As shown in theorem 3, each balanced network has a natural layer struc
ture (as opposed to any symmetric network which splits into a finite number
of strongly connected networks not influencing each other). There is a natural
order of layers and there are no cycles inbetween layers (in general, the order
is not linear) . However, layers ar e st rongly connected and so there are cycles
wit hin layers. The layers are like symmetric dynamic threshold networks;
in par ticular, they could be symmetric. It seems that they can perform the
same t ask of content addressable memories, or autoassociation or refinement
of input strings. However, we have additionally interconnecti ons between
layers which can perform other types of computation. It follows from lemma
1 that , up to a change of "coordinates," the weights within each layer can
be t aken nonnegative . However , there are no restrictions on the signs of
connect ions inbetween the layers .

Our class of networks is mor e robust with respect to poss ible perturba
ti ons of the parameters of the network. As we mentioned earlier , the class of
balan ced net works is preser ved under all changes of weights which preserve
their signs. In fact, our main result can be generalized to networks wit h
ti me-dependent weights .

Theorem 4. Each balanced dynamic threshold network with time depen
dent weights Wij = Wij(t) such that sgn(Wij(t)) = canst , time-depen dent
probabilities Pl(t) > Pb ' " ,Pn(t ) > Pn, and constant thresholds is almost
surely stable.

The proof of this theorem is completely analogous to the proof of theo
rem 1 and so is omitted.

In view of the above theorem and the fact that each perturbation of a
balanced network which preserves the signs of the weights gives a balanced
network, we can consider all learning rules which preserve the sign of the
weights . In particular, in each step t ~ t + 1 the weights may change
according to the ru le

(5.1)

where 0 < e < 1 and we consider two-state networks with Xi(t) = ± l.
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Another qui te different rule is

More generally, we may take
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(5.2)

(5.3)

whe re f is a real function such that f (O) = 0, and 0 < j'(W ) < 1. Onc e we
st art with a balanced network and we use one of the above learning rules,
our network remains balanced . In fact , it will preserve the feed-forward layer
st ruct ure in theorem 3, as this st ruc ture depends only on t he effective graph
of the network and on the signs of t he weights .
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